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The weekend is just in front of us and relaxation
mode will be on soon. Whether at home or traveling,
the suite and bed is where you wind down after a
full day of the daily grind or new adventures. While
all Green Pearls® members offer extraordinary
comfort, here a list of 10 places for the best sleep
you will ever have. Maybe, you will not want to get
out of bed at all anymore!

1. Haidl-Madl, Germany

Right upon entering Haidl-Madl, guests will feel like
coming home: in order to protect the wooden floors,
guests are asked to take of their shoes. The scent
of wood is apparent throughout all vacation
apartments and while laying in the spacious and
comfortable beds, guests can close their eyes and
not only dream of being close to nature.

2. Inkaterra Reserva Amazonica, Peru, South
America

Find rustic luxury in the wooden cabana Tambopata
Suite of Inkaterra Reserva Amazónica for sweet
Peruvian dreams. All-cotton sheets offer maximum
comfort, while the views onto palm trees add to the
South American setting. For a shorter siesta, the
guests can catch a break in their private
hammocks.
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3. Leitlhof, South Tyrol, Italy

At Leitlhof, the beds out of Swiss pine spread a very
special scent that has a calming effect and ensures
a very deep sleep. Here, bedding out of natural
materials also adds to a good night’s sleep. No
more counting sheep here!

4. Familien-Landhotel Stern, Tyrol, Austria

While Familien-Landhotel STERN offers exquisite
beds and rooms, it is their special bed-time
offerings that are unique! „Heu-Scharchn“, which
means „Hay-Snooring“, is possible in good weather
conditions, where families can sleep one night in a
hay bed. Twice a year, families can also spend the
night camping on an alp, with a fire pit and beneath
the stars. There is no night’s sleep closer to nature!

5. Agriturismo L’Adagio, Italy

Each room at the Ligurian Agriturismo L’Adagio is
unique in its interior design. From elegant to
modern, minimalistic to provincial, there is
something for every taste. But is there anymore
Italian, than waking up at this small, cozy place
with a romantic view onto the town of Badalucco
from the bed?
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6. Riad Ana Yela, Marrakech 

If you want to sleep like in Arabian Nights, the Riad
Ana Yela in Marrakech is the place to be. Settled in
a 300-year-old city palace, the surrounding itself
makes guests dream of being in a true fairytale.
Cozy up in their comfortable beds and start
dreaming.

7. Reethi Beach Resort, Maldives

If there is one nature sound that is relaxing to
many, it is the waves from the ocean. Imagine,
waking up to this sound every morning – which is
possible at Reethi Beach Resort on the Maldives.
Opening your eyes and looking straight onto deep
turquoise waters will make you feel relaxed and
ready to start the day fresh.

8. CGH Earth Spice Village, India

At CGH Earth Spice Village, guests will feel like
royalty in the majestic wooden beds. The
completely untouched village in the middle of South
India’s nature, excludes loud traffic noises and any
sounds that disturbs a good night’s sleep. Rather,
guests wake up to the happy chirping sound of
birds, starting each day close to nature.
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9. Milano Scala, Italy

In the middle of the city of fashion and still without
city noises, guests can find a good night’s sleep
at Hotel Milano Scala. The suites are styled
coinciding with important operas, which will not only
find liking among music enthusiasts. Whether
business or pleasure, this Italian green pearl will
guarantee an eco-chic stay.

10. Zeavola Resort, Thailand

Going to sleep and waking up with a view onto the
ocean – what more could you want? Zeavola’s Pool
Villas offer guests a spectacular view with floor to
ceiling windows right in front of the bed in Thailand’s
Koh Phi Phi.
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